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BAELNA LBAELNA PROJECT

➤Since December 28/2020 G.C after the war in Tigray erupted ,KESA in 
collaboration with ‘Da-thsh’ sit com drama has given multifarious supports for 
those in dire need:

➤Currently we support for 358 children by providing them breakfast of two 
breads and a cup of tea at daily basis. We keep their hygiene every day 
besides to the academic assistance we give them. More over we provide the 
children with medical assistance with the cooperation of Maedot (LNGO). 



➤ Cactus is another project located at kidana Mihret Church AKA “Eda 
‘Etan” that has been rolling for over 5 months now. In this project 
people with chronic disease (20people), people with disability 
children (5 people) and lactating mothers (15 people) have been fed 
breakfast at daily basis. We have also been providing them with the 
necessary health support.

Cactus Project



TESFATAT TIGRAY

➤ In collaboration with OSSHD and Mulu Charity, we have started a 
new project in Shire town (a place that is most populated with 
refugees) providing breakfast and lunch for 312 children, most of 
which are girls. 



SCHOOL FEEDING

➤ We have started school feeding for 100 children with the consensus 
we reached with Bureau of Education Tigray to enroll them in their 
respective grades in Atse Yohannes primary school and for us to feed 
them on daily basis.



LOTUS PROJECT

➤ After having been under construction our yet another project that 
goes by the name of Lotus will be up on a run in the recent future to 
give its communal services. After the Lotus project is began it will 
give service of breakfast, lunch and hygiene provisions to 50 women 
with their two children of their own and 15 street children. These 
women will be recruited on the basis of gender-based violence 
(GBV), homelessness and worst living conditions.    



CHALLENGES

➤ Shortage of cash(no access to bank)

➤ Transportation(shortage of fuel)

➤ Communication(no access to internet)

➤ Shortage of electric power



THANK YOU


